                                 "Get A Life!"     Blog#6

The sun's not so hot in the sky today, and I can see summertime slipping away. A few leaves are turning red and V's of geese are honking along their way to a warmer climate. Because we don't speak "geese-ese" we don't know WHAT they're saying! But I'm thinking they're knowing that we'll be here, where you could absolutely "freeze your tail feathers off". So I'm imagining they're saying something sassy like: "SEE ya! Wouldn't want to BE ya!"           O...M...G! Where'd summer go? 
Along with the other Think Tank Girls, I've finished my share of the hours in the garage "manufacturing" items for the Garden Club Online Holiday Market. I awakened this morning breathing a mega sigh of relief, because AT LAST (!) there's time to pull a few weeds which have brazenly crept in between the blades of grass in my "prized" lawn. 
                                          *********                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
With garden gloves on and a tool in my hand, my intent was to quickly oust those ugly trespassers and be done with the job! That's because I thought maybe I'd enjoy a gentle summer/fall lunch and "veg out" all afternoon on the patio in a comfy wicker rocker with a glass of iced tea and a stack of fall magazines.     Ah-h-h...relaxation!                                                      
BUT ISN'T LIFE FULL OF UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCES?                       AND HERE I GO AGAIN! 
THE TIME: This morning at 9:00 A.M.:                                                       LET THE UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCES BEGIN!
Now, I'm telling you, that if you just get down at grass level, it's amazing what you'll see! If you're like ME, you'll see a lot more than just WEEDS! You'll focus on "the lawn floor"; that place at the base of the grass blades where they meet the soil.                                                                                                                                                                                                Chapter 1: THE SCENE: There I was, at the curb, where most of the weeds had popped up. I started working, but soon found myself enchanted with that micro world that we never actually think about as we stroll across the lawn. I watched a few ants and other insects hustling along down there in the shade of the grass blades. Busy, busy, busy! Two of the ants weaved through that grassy jungle, all six of their legs performing in perfect precision, and I thought, "Where are you going in such a hurry?"That's definitely a rhetorical question, because you can't expect an answer." 
The sprinklers had turned off at 8 A.M.. Delicately, a number of water drops glistened in the gentle sunshine as they rested on the grass blades that happened to be bent at an angle which could sufficiently support them. I didn't want to come close to those particular blades of grass and wreck their "moment of twinkling". So what could I do? I couldn't walk onto the lawn to pull those dandelions that grew near a blade of grass that supported a water drop. That would be disrespecting nature in her moment of glory. It was evident that I'd have to hold off on weed pulling for a while. 
Oh well. That change in plans suddenly didn't seem so horrible. I'd already been drawn into nature's "mini theatre". My interest and curiosity had been PIQUED(!) and the main characters in the performance were THE ANTS! Now, the ants I saw weren't the big black carpenter ants, nor were they the tiny ants that used to get into the sugar bowl at our centennial farmhouse years ago in Ohio, if someone had carelessly left the lid off after that late night bowl of cereal. These ants were medium-sized ants, known as "Allegheny Field Ants", which live in the midwest. I've seen them on the driveway and on the patio here before. They're the "Goldilocks" version of ants: not too big, not too small; just right...in MY opinion, and I felt like "we" already had "a friendship" going!   
Getting back to the "front yard performance": Patiently waiting a minute or two, I wasn't disappointed. Along, on the "lawn floor" came another ant. "It" approached a blade of grass that supported a glistening water drop. "It" didn't show any interest in drinking, but clumsily bumped the blade of grass and the drop rolled off. "Ha! What's with YOU? You ruined your opportunity to imbibe in that cool, clear, shimmering and TOTALLY REFRESHING drop of water! I'm not figuring you out AT ALL!" Maybe, just MAYBE there's a BATCH of things I don't know about ANTS!                                                  
Chapter 2: But the performance continued and got even BETTER! : About a foot to my right, I was thrilled beyond words to see that TWO ANTS had climbed up onto a thick, gray-green, matte-finished blade of (extremely fibrous and sturdy) crabgrass. Were they surveying "the world ABOVE the lawn floor" for some reason? Both of them kept repositioning their bodies in different directions while moving their antennae. It looked like a dance of sorts! This must be a common behavior of ants, because I recalled some imagery from a folk song I used to hear a number of years ago on the radio, and I'd sing along: "See those ants dancing on a blade of grass? Do you know what I know? That's you and me, Baby. Yes, it is!"    I... WAS... AMUSED!!!                       I ...because I'M ME...named them!                                                                   They became "Ant-thony" and "Ant-toinette"!                                                         Yeah! And they were the "Fred and Ginger" of the ant world! "Ant-toinette" could do everything "Ant-thony" could do, except in high heels and backwards! (YAY! GIRL POWER!)                                      
Chapter 3: All of a sudden something else stole my attention! Off in the distance to my left, a large bug had climbed the slope of the curb that leads from my neighbor's driveway, and it was on that long continuum of concrete that spans my lawn; my curb. The curb was clear of debris. The bug moved along smoothly and at an even pace. That bug had to travel, roughly, 80 feet before it would be in front of me.                                          
[I'd have a New York Minute to refocus on "Ant-thony" and "Ant-toinette. Turning my attention back to them, they were exiting the blade of crabgrass and were headed directly toward my front porch.]  
As "it" came closer, I saw that it was NOT a large bug at all! It was two ants working together to carry a dead ant. I remembered that my Orkin man told me that ants are CANNIBALISTIC! And I know from teaching that, within an ant colony, there are several job classifications. I instantly knew that these "carrying" ants were called "scouts". Their job is to scout for food for the colony and bring it back to the nest. I then focused on the dead ant. Its head was much larger than the heads of the scouts. AHA! I KNEW that it had been a "soldier" ant because they're brawnier so they can fight off possible invaders to the nest. That soldier ant: expressionless, on its back and with its legs rigid. I envisioned micro-tiny X's for eyes like we see on the RAID bug spray commercials. They were carrying him feet-first toward the nest...wherever that is. 
OK. THIS SOLDIER ANT! He was S-O-O-O big, maybe he had been      
... A GENERAL!         YEAH! Maybe.........He was...the ever-feared, hissing and growling..."ULYSSES S.-S-S-S Gr-r-r-r-ANT"!                                                                          And the scouts? They'll just slip him into the pANTry when they get him to the nest. Consider him as "carry-out" for dinner. YAY!!! 6(!) drumsticks provided tonight by the General, NOT by "The Colonel"!                                                                                    HEY! Now MORE things are beginning to make sense! I'll bet that "Ant-thony" and "Ant-toinette" were also scouts! Do you know that ants don't have noses? Those elbowed antennae not only pick up smells, but they also act as "hands" because they "feel" things with them. My front porch has a SMORGASBOARD of culinary delights for ants: I leave the porch light on 24/7 and the insects that get too close to the bulb get "grilled"! I've got mosquitoes and gnats for a light snack or how about a big, juicy moth for a feast? Now I know that "Ant-thony" and "Ant-toinette" headed toward my porch because they smelled...BBQ!   
Chapter 4: After my "front yard fascination", I came inside and started to research "ants". I learned a few REALLY amazing things about them: 
1.) Do you know that an ant can carry something up to 5,000 times its own body weight? No wonder those scouts were breezing along effortlessly with "THE GENERAL"! (Let's just see if even the BEST body builder, the most over-paid football player or ANY Olympic athelete can even come CLOSE to that one!)                                                                                                   2.) Most ants are females. (And when I read THAT, I thought, "Yeah! ALL of my aunts were females!)  :)                                                                                                               3.) Female ants live longer than males: a few weeks to a few months.                                                                            4.) Male ants live only a few days and die after mating.                                                                5. The Queen ant can live for DECADES! Also, the "Queen" status is determined by how much protein she eats, not by genetics.                                                                        6.) Ants help the environment by dispersing seeds, polinating plants and by improving the soil quality.                                                                                                               7.) Ants have a soft body inside of their hard exoskeleton, which is made of chitin, a material much like the shell and tail of a shrimp.                                                                           8.) Engineers are studying the joint structure of ants. They think that knowing this can enable future robots to mimic the ant's weight-lifting capability both on earth and in space. In order to study the joint structure of an ant, scientists anesthetized it by putting it in a freezer for a few minutes. That enabled them to tape it to a solid surface and x-ray its joints.                                                                             9.) Ants DON'T drink water. Instead, they get their moisture from whatever they eat. 
Who cAN'T love an ANT???

    

